FS Liveries & Designs repaint service

General Information:
The repaint service offers the customer the possibility to have any livery created, including concept and
fictional liveries, for any aircraft type.
As this is a fully customizable service, the customer owns full rights of the texture, and therefore is the only
person owning it. The repaint ordered is not uploaded online to any library, unless the customer specifically
wants to do so.


How does the process work?

Once the customer decides to proceed with the order it will be started. When the work is finished, the
customer will receive some pictures of the final result. If the customer agrees with the work, then the
payment can be done. Once the payment is received the textures will be sent.


How is the payment done?

Payment is done via PayPal, in euro currency, once the textures are finished and before sending them. If
PayPal is not possible for the customer, wire transfer can be arranged as well.


Prices

Prices typically have a base price of 15€-35€, depending the complexity of the texture. Price depends on the
aircraft to implement, as some aircraft require higher quality than others, or have different painting methods.
Exact price will be given once the customer sends the inquiry of the aircraft and livery to implement.

Service options


Multiple registrations

Price comes with one registration included. Each additional registration has an extra cost of 2€. Please note,
multiple registrations are only applicable for the same livery in the same aircraft type and variant. Different
aircraft types of same liveries are considered different repaints.


Dirty textures

There are three levels of dirt available:




Slight dirt, with a supplement of 3€
Heavy dirt, with a supplement of 6€
Heavy dirt with colourless paint, with a supplement of 10€
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Time of repainting and express service

Time of repainting typically takes from 2 to 4 weeks, depending on the work of the moment.
If the customer wants the livery as soon as possible, express service can be requested. With this service, the
work will be finished within 5 days. The express service has a supplement of 10€.
Express service may not be available at some periods of the year due to excessive work/vacation periods. If
express service is not available when is requested, the customer will be informed at the date of request.

Terms and Conditions:







Textures are always sent after receiving the payment.
Payment is only accepted in euro currency.
The client pays for PayPal commissions.
Any changes in the livery after it is sent will be modified with an additional charge. If it is a mistake
in the livery it will be corrected without additional cost.
Once the livery is sent no refunds will be accepted.
Orders above 100€ require 25% of the total payment in advance before proceeding with the
order.
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